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00.3 ABSTRACT

Eersterust, where the site is located, was born out of a series of discriminatory laws and actions by the Apartheid government, with the so-called Coloured community relocated to the area and further segregated by natural and industrial boundaries.

The old Era Brick-factory and its quarry was an important economic generator in Eersterust; however, after depletion of its clay resources and various other economic factors, operations were stopped and relocated. After nearly seven decades the heavily worked site was abandoned, leaving a void that fostered stigmas like, pollution attracting crime and other associated preconceived ideas of post-industrial sites.

The intention of this dissertation is to address said stigmas through an architectural lens, using architectural theories and other related strategies to revitalise the derelict site and unlock the potential of existing infrastructure and stakeholders, in and around it. Context was the main design informant, with theory to strengthen and support design decisions with regards to programme, urban strategies and, architectural language as as heritage interpretations.
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Fig 0.7 Existing ruins of the old Era Brick Factory (Author, 2016)
“Everything will flourish at the edge...”

Jacques Derrida, “Parergon” (Casey, 2008:1).

“Industrial heritage is the record of the lives of ordinary men and women, and as such it provides an important sense of identity.”

(The Nizhny Tagil, 2003:1).
“Two factors are inextricable from architectural practices today:
Ideological coherence &
environmental determinants”

Jose Forjaz

(Ribeiro, 2011:186).